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A
WANT-AD
In the News is an
Inexpensive way to
tell everyone what
you have for sale or
want to buy. Try it!

HE NEW

11156k-Inial
The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory -

VOLUME SEVENTEEN

by
GEORGE ALLEY
In the desperate days of food
butchers
mea
rationing when
shelves were .as bare as the cup
the
Hubbard,
Old
Mother
board of
Kroger meat truck backed to the
curb at their freight receiving entrance on Second street and a single carton with the krmour label
was all that was delivered. Spying
the truck as I was on my way to
market I dashed through the Krog er front entrance and _hurried back
to the meat department with the
thought that, "Here's where I put
one over. I II be ahead of the crowd
one time." Visions of breakfast with
eggs and crisp bacon once again
danced through my mind. In fancy
I could already sense the Armour
Star aroma of the broiling slices.
The ever courteous manager of the
meat section, Kenneth-Watts, was
prying open the carton with the
edge of his cleaver when I reached
his counter.
"Kenneth," I gasped, "I'll take a
dellar's worth of whatever it is,'
just so it s meats
"You certainly may, sir.'
7he top was opened. The side
flaps were turned back. My spirits
sank. It was a box of pig tails!
Red-faced I made the request, "Mr.
Watts, with your permission, I'd
like to renege."
Two brothers, scions of one of our
wealthiest planter families, bought
their clothing from one of the well
known Memphis stores. It is admitted that there is a measure of
s.atisfaction in knowing that an expert fitter has passed judgement
upon and made proper alterations
upon every• garment that leaves his
store. Then. too, Mr. Spain and
Robert Ruffin were two of the most
affable, efficient and style-wise
salesmen to be found at any store
through out the south. However
there came a fall when corn was
low and hogs and cattle were skidthey
ding downward daily and
were looking over the merchandise
offered in the local Franklin store.
Seeing the label "Franklin's" on
tbe inner pocket of one of the coats,
the elder of the two brothers asked, "Mr. Franklin, who manufactures your clothing?"
7he' inside A' the -pocket
turned outward and a sewed-on
ticket stated. "Made by J. Shoeneman, Baltimore." At once the two
brothers looked into their coat
pockets, labeled on the outside,
"Phil A. Halle" but on the insisle,
"Made by J. Shoeneman, Baltimore."
Then there was story of the De
Luxe Duck Call and the prominent
young optometriat, a leader in the
Young Mens' Business Club, a Lion,
an active member of the Chamber
of Commerce--of all the aseople to
make ont a mail order! Lured by
the description given in the Sporting Goods Catalog of a firm in far
off Denver, Colorado, he sent check
for postage. insurance and purchase
price on one of their "Super De
Luxe Duck Calls, unrivaled in natural tone. made and turned by artisans skilled for generations in the
art of duck calling, built of oil
treated, seasoned, native walnut,
with tempered bronze reed to
match precisely the mallard call."
What member of the gun-boat
clan could resist that?
For two weeks, while he waited,
how the Doctor did rave over what
he had ordered. 'Boys, just wait
till you hear it. I'll call 'em away
'TOM
Preston
Morris,
Marvin
Wright, Jim Hutchcraft, Sharpie
Shaw, Nath Forrest, Bonus Callahan or even Vernon Owen!
ln due time it came, enclosed
with it being the instruction sheetfor feeding call, the chatter, the
high ball, the wood call, the open
vrater call-but, stamped on the
mouth piere of the barrel of the
call and printed at the foot of the
instruction sheet was,"Made by Earl
Dennison, Newbern, Tenn."-less
than thirty miles from Fultoh!
There were just eight local dealers
who handled them! The grass is
always greener over the hill.
Self-ignorance,
self-will,
self
righteousness, lust, covetousness,
envy, revenge, are foes to grace,
peace, and progress; they must be
met manfuly and overcome, or they
will' uproot all happiness.-Mary
Baker Eddy.

Little
Phoebe
"Lemons is sweet. Lemons are
sweet," argued the two third graders RS they pondered the heavy
graMmatical question.
But little Phoebe just laughed
and laughed because she knew lemons aren't sweet, they're sour just
like the attitude of most folks about
the school teaeher's salaries.

A BIG
PRINTING JOB

FULTON, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, MARCH 5, 1948

BANKERS AND FARMERS40IN TO Discuss!
MUTUAL PROBLEMS AT MEETING TUESDAY

• TO APPEAR HERE

John Graham, Princeton Banker Tells Of Need
For Working Agreements With Farmers

or a little one-we offer yOu all the resources of. our experienced, skilled service.
Phone 4 70

NUMBER TEN

'COUNCIL TAMS TVA PROJECT BY 4-1 VOTE;
MOTION BY MARTIN DEFERS PRESENT ACTION !,
,pPcs6
Citizens Hear Councilmen Discuss Pros and Cons
••
Of Passing Negotiation Ordinance

Seventeen farm and banking leaders assembled at the Rainbow
room last Tuesday evening at the invitation of Russell Pitchford, Fulton banker and county chairman of the Agriculture Committee of the
Kentucky Bankers Association to hear John Graham, Princeton banker
and representative of the State Bankers Association.
The meeting, first of a projected series to be held periodically.
was designed to bring together bankers and farmers so that problems
and assistance can be mutually understood and worked out. The stateMrs. Hastings Observes
wide series has been instigated by
the State Bankers Association and
30th Year with Company these meetings are scheduled to beMrs. Lila F. Hastings, well-known gin in e-very county in the State.
"Eighty percent of the people in
Fulton telephone employee, observed the 30th anniversary of her Kentucky earn their living from the
farm, or from farm business," pointtelephone career yesterday.
Mrs. Hastings began work with ed out speaker. Graham. "With the
the telephone organization
on vast majority of farms in Fulton
March 4, 1918 in the Traffic depart- county and in every county being
ment at Fulton. She has served here operated at less than 50 percent cacontinuously in the position of pacity, Kentucky's greatest opporoperator, and at the present time tunity for expanded business lies
is chief operator. She resides at with the farmer.
"The three essentials of better
500 Gholson.
In recognition of her long and farming are (1) Experiment and
loyal service to the company ant research (2) Education and (3)
to .subscribers, Mrs. Hastings will Credit. Credit is as much a farm tool
be awarded a gold pin eontaining as is the tractor
. when the need
six stars, one for each five-year for it is real.'
Graham also pointed out that in
period of her service.
1947, the agricultural income of the

COUNCIL HAS BUSY
SESSION AFTER
TVA MEET
After the -enthusiastic discussion
of the TVA project at the City
Council meeting on Monday the
council.took up other business matters pertaining to the city. They:
1. Heard discussion of Police department personnel, which resulted in the dismissal of E. E. Brockman who had been with the force
for four years nand L. F. Brown
a member of the force for nine
years. Richard Myatt, of Crutchfield a former employee of the State
Highway Patrol has been added to
the force.
2. Purchased a new Chevrolet
truck to be used in the garbag.a department of the city.
3. Authorized the City Clerk to
rchaea 3d additional parking meters. a portion of which will be installed on two blocks of Lake street
on the railroad side. '
4. Heard a petition by city plu.mbers to levy a plumbing license in
order that out-of-town and "jackleg" plumbers would not sompete
with local firms. The petition asked that a plumbing inspector to appointed to- protect the home-owner from unscrupulous workman.
5. Deferred appointmenr of a tax
assessor until more applications
were received.
6. Increased tlae salary of C Edwards, city water works emp oyee.
7. Deferred until a later date the
request of• City Judge Lon Adams
for a salary increase.
8. Ileard engineers and material
firms regarding purchases for the
new water works system.

RUBE MCKNIGHT TO
HEAD LOCAL DRIVE
FOR EASTER SALES
The Kentucky Society for Crippled Children wlil conduct its annual Easter Seal Sale and membership drive from March E to M.arch
28, (Easter Day). The goal is $150,000, to carry on the Society's work
for crippled children in this, the
Silver Anniversary year of the.25-.
year-old organization.
In Fulton county, Mr. Rube McKnight has accepted chairmanship
of the local campaign, and today
announced plans for mailing Easter Seals and soliciting membershiPs
and big gifts to raise this County's
share of the Society's 1948 budget.
State campaign chairman is Sidney Rosenblum, Louisville, first
vice president of the Society and a
longtime friend of crippled children in Kentucky. Mr. Rosenblum
has
headed
several
Louisville
drives during Easter campaigns in
the past few years.
Miss Martha O'Brien, Louisville,
is co-chairman. Miss O'Brien, a director of the Society, is president
of the Louisville Junior League and
also a veteran volamteer worker for
crippled children.

County Students Enjoy
Visit at Murray State
Sue Jewell and Jane Shelly, Fulton; Frances Louella Gilliam and
Robbie Faye Taylor, Hickman; Veda Beile Ward and Betty Jo Hudson, South Fulton and Bobby Carney, Fulton were among the ace
proximately 150 high school seniors from western Kentucky schools
who were week-end guests on the
campus at Murray State college
February 27 and 28.

A body blow was dealt to enthusiastic supporters of TVA power
for the city on Monday night when the City Council voted 4 to 2 to
table an earlier motion by Ward Johnson to pass an ordinance that would
have authorized the Council to-open. negotiations to secure government
power for the city. The tabling motion was made by Mansfield Martin,
who has steadfastly maintained that negotations to bring TVA here
would be a costly item to the city. Voting to defer negotations were
Councilmen
Martin, Don
Hill,
Newipaper 148 Years Old 1Grady Varden and G. B. Butterworth. Against the tabling motion
Owned by Singer Jade Foy were Councilmen Ward Johnson
A real museum piece has been and Bill Brownnig.
ro an enthsiastic group of local
resting in the display window of the
Owl Drug Store. It is the copy of a citizens, mainly composed of supporters
of the TVA, project, facts
newspaper, "edged in black" telling
of the death of George Washington. and figures pertaining to the cost
The historic paper is the property of negotiations and subsequent acof Jack Foy and was loaned to the quisition of obtaining existing powdrug store to commemorate the er facilities here, were presented.
birthday of the country's first Vernon Owen, prominent
local
businessman and an indefatigable
president.
The paper is dated January 4, worker in the interest of TVA pow1800, published at Kmgston in Ul- er appeared before the board and
Joseph Brent WIlliaMs
ster county of Virginia. The paper revealed that he had contacted a
All is ill readiness for tbe recital is typed in old-fashioned scroll and group of local citizens who had unhere of Joseph Brent Williams, Ful- reports in part:
derwritten a sum of $3700 to help
ton boy who has made good in the
defray negotiation costs. The figure
"On Wednesday last,' the mortal
big time of musical circles. Mr. Wilcommitted represented the approxiliams will appear in concert at the part of Washington the Great %vas mate cost of expenses incurred by
Woman's Club on Monday night, confined to the tomb with solemn Paducah as indicated to Mr. Owen
honors and funeral pomp.
March 8, at 8:00 p. m.
by city officials of that western
"A multitude of persons assembl- Kentucky city. Figures presented by
A limited number of tickets are
still available and the public is ed from many miles around at Mr. Martin, and printed elseestimated it to be $75,000 to $80,000 sordially invited to hear its native Mount Vernon the choice abode and
where in this issue contradicted Mr.
a week on a year-round basis.
son sing some of the songs that last resident of the illustrious Owens' figure, however.
As examples of what increases have made him,famous.
chief!'
TVA for Fulton is an old storyare being made right here at home,
ten years old-and while enthusiasm
it was pointed out by County Agent
is running rampant now, it has not
John B. Watts that the pecan crop
reached the stage attained in 1933
in Fulton county was now grown
when the question Ikas put to a refto a million-dollar-a-year business,
Mansfield
to
report
handed
treasurer's
Following
is
a
city
erendum
and overhelming acclaimand that the Farm Bureau is activeMartin depicting the expenses incurred so far by Paducah to
ed. At that time the "wait" signal
ly promoting introduction of new
negotiate for TVA power for that city.
was posted outside the City Counand snore marketable varieties for
greater profits; also that the ladino Mr. Hobday, city manager-All charges made sto the appropriations for cil rooms until Gilbertsville Dam
was completed, it was revealed at
crop was worth over $100,000 to
the Electric Plant Board, exclusive of attorney fees paid to Waller, the meeting Monday.,This time the
rulton county last year, and exThrelkeld and Whitlow, are as follows:
familiar signal was given to await
pectations for 1948 run close to 21,Amount developments of the Paducah situaVo. No.
Date Paid
Descriptioris
000.000.
tion. (That city has litigated for ten
1945
It w as further revealed that the
$2500.00 years to bring goveinment power
33
statewide program of the bankers 1-19-45--L. R. Howson, survey
423.43 within its limits). According to fig236
will supply member banks with es- 3 7-45-L. R. Howson, to 2-24-45
ures in the possession of Mr. Marsential farm information and will 3-14-45-Summons & State tax on
1.35 tin the most of such litigation has
560
filing fee
cultivate a close working relationexceeded
$25,000.00. It was the conship between banks and county 3-2 45--McElwee & Waller
35.46 census of those voting for the tabl667
Knoxville trip
farm groups in a determined effort
ing motion that deferring negotiato bridge the gap between them. 11-2-45--Attorney's trip to Frank1467
17.08 tions until the outcome of the Pafort
With credit as sa farm tool at his
1472
40.92 ducah case would lighten the cost
disposal, the average farmer should 11-2-45-Terrell, trip to Frankfort
of this cites_ negotiations.
1946
awaken to the possibilities of its
4.50 _Discussion of the Project at the
79,
use tn helping him improve his 2-6-46--Terrell, long dtstant calls
753.00 Meeting revealed that other cities
375
yield and his equipment.
3 21-46--L. R. Howson, to 2-24-46
33.47 surrounding Fulton were interested
947
By way of suggestion, Mr. Grah- 7-516-Williams, Knoxville trip
860.88
1295
7-24-46
to
am proposed that some kind of an- 9-5 46--L. R. Howson,
in securing TVA. for their respective
1947
nual get-together of local civic clubs
muncipalities. Mr. Browning dis160.00 1 closed that Mayor Davis of Hick99
and bankers be held with county 2-12 47-Injunction bond premium
1.20
236
man had evinced interest in power
farmers annually, pointing out that 1-11-47-Summons
5.00 for that city. Squire McDade, may969
a "Recognition Day' observed an- 7-47-Record Transcription
8974.12
1088
liowson,
to
6
24-47
R.
8-21-47-L.
or of South Fulton appeared and
nually in some parts of the State,
has served the purpose admirably.
went on record as being in favor of
$13,811.07 TVA for the neighboring city.
TOTAL
"Recognition Day" consists of a
Albeen
auhave
payments
following
though it was suggested that a combanquet of this group and the a- Mr. Hobday, city manager-The
Commissioners
for
Board
of
and
Board
Plant
Electric
mittee from the Council be appointwarding of prizes and trophies to thorized,by the
ed to work with these cities in ordthe oUtstanding farm leaders, both the firm of Waller, Threlkeld and Whitlow:
Period For Payment er that a greater voice would be
Amount
Voucher
young and adult, who have achiev Date Paid
3-23-45 to 6-23-45 heard in presenting the issue to the
$1200.00
1334
4 45
ed top records in their respective
6 23-45 to 10-23-45 Tennessee Valley Authority, no ac1200.00
1334
10-45
projects.
to 12-31-45 tion was taken on the suggestion.
10-23-45
500.00
374
3-46-. _
Following G-reham's talkss- round- .
1-1-46 to 3-31-48 In earlier discussion of TVA by
300.00
651
5-46
table discussion was supervised by
4-1-46' to 6-30146 the Council the regular lights com1000.00
1296
9-46
Chairman Pitchford, with each man
7-1-46 to 9-30-46 mittee of the Council was empower500.00
1950
12-46
present expressing his views on the
to 10-31-4G ed to investigate the possibilities of
10-146
500.00
1960
12-46
subject.
Not'Stated
1200.00
1730
12-47
TVA. To the knowledge of this reIn addition to Graham and Pitchporter no public report has been
ford, those present included J. A.
$6400.00
TOTAL PAID
made by the committee
Whipple and Y. F. Bennett from the
wherein
they may have contacted the neighCitizen's Bank at Hickman; Guy W.
H. COLLINS, City Treasurer
boring cities for concrete action.
Finch, Veterans training representative from the South Fulton High
The grand total of $20,211.07 that has already been spent is only Clinton has also been rnentioned as
negotiations.
a
recent
possible municipality interested
more
of
School; Charles E. Wright, im- through 1947, and does not reflect the cost
in TVA.
mediate past- president, Roy Bard,
president, Lucian Isbell, vice-presiWhat effect Monday's action may
dent and Jim McGehee, secretaryhave on the overall TVA project
treasurer, all of the Fulton County
for the city remains to be seen, but
Farm Bureau; Neal Little, director,
it is generally believed that it may
Fulton County Farm Bureau; Hommean abandonment for perhaps a
er Weatherspoon, chairman of the
year or more.
AAA committee; Glynn Bard. memRobert W. Alexander, the
Several citizens addressed the
who
lost
Fulton,
casualty
from
ber, Fulton County Farm Bureau; war
Connell from the floor indicating
first1 GREENLEA
Curtis R. Hancock, veterans agri- his life at Guadalcanal in 1942 was
their endorsement of TVA and its
Funeral services for Charles L. resulting benefits to the city at
cultural instructor, Farm Bureau; laid to rest in his native soil yesJohn B. Watts, county agent; Jim- terday, with full military honors ac- Cooke a prominent Fultonian
large. They were: Alf Hornbeak,
held on Thursday evening at 4:30 Clint Reed and Sam Seigel, who
my M. Porter, farmer, Hickman corded the fallen hero.
p. m. from his residence at 829
county;
Howard Shaw, Fulton
His body arrived in Fulton on Fairview avenue. Mr. Cooke had represented the Henry I. Seigel
Bank; and Paul Westpheling, News the City of New Orleans on WedGarment factory. Mr. Seigel said,
been in ill health for sometime and "We have nuide a survey of all of
Publisher.
nesday and after being taken to
FulTuesday
at
the
passed
away
Funeral
our factories and find that Fulton
Whitnel-Hornbeak
the
ton Hospital.
could save us $150 per month if
home he was taken to the home of
pastor
of
G.
Heisner,
Rev.
James
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M. the First Baptist church conducted TVA pcnver were available here.'
In post meeting discussion with sevConley at 836 Fairview.
the services.
eral businessmen it was revealed
Rev. James G. Heisner pastor of
Mr. Cooke was married to the that statement alone pauld be
the First Baptist church conducted former Miss Mayme Brown in June,
the determing factor in the lack of
the funeral services at the church.
chilThe I. C. Service Club sponsored At Greenlee cemetery the last tri- 1908, who survives him. Five
interest by industry to locate here.
survive were
bingo party Friday night of last bute of honor from his buddies dren, all of whom
They are Mrs.
week was a complete succeks and were accorded to this man who gave born to this union.
Mr. and Mrs. James Pithnan and
Robert W. Burrow and Mrs. James
the crowd far exceeded the ex- his life for his country.
Meacham of Fulton; Charles E. son, Ricky, and Mrs. Ernestine
pectations, club officials said.
Pallbearei's were Edgar Drysdale, Cooke of Troy, O., L. H. Cooke of Pittman of Paducah were weekend
H. I. Cheatham, president, wel- Charles Browder, David Homra, Paducah and Mrs. Lyn Mitchell of guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lerey Latta.
comed all those present before the John Ray Allison, Tom Carter and Bowling Green.
games started. During the course of Mickey Lynch, all comrades of the
In addition, two sisters, Mrs. Tan Agency.
the evening Mrs. Eugene Hooden- fallen Marine in World War II.
Hart of Fulton and Mrs. V. B. O'He was buried in Greenlee cemepyle was. elected queen of the BinHonorary pallbearers were all Neil of Crutchfield, seven grandgo Party, receiving. the most votes Veterans of Foreign Wars, all Leg- children and several nieces .and tery with Whitnel-Hornbeak Funeral directors in charge.
In a election with many sandidates. ionnaires and all ex-service men, re- nephews survives him.
Trainmaster E. R. McMahon won gardless of wheater they belong to
Before his retirement about a
a delicious cake, Mrs. Katherine either of the organizations.
year ago he had been employed as
Edwards received the door prize of
a messenger by the Railway Express
Advertising Is News!
$5.00, Mrs. Grace Cavender, second
Agency for 38 years with a run beHAPPINESS
prize of $3.00 and Mrs. W. E. Jacktween Cairo,'Ill., and New Orleans, News of Easter and Spring
son third prize of $2.00.
Human felicity is produced not La.
fashions, suction sales, farm and
C. E. Gordon, candidate for con- so much by great pieces of good
Pallbearers were his sons and
home needs, new equipment,
gressman of First Congressional fortune that seldom happen, as by sons-in-law and' one _nephew, Jack
DistArt, made sf short speech at little advantages that occur every Cooke Hart. Honorary pallbearers serviees and other things.
the end of the evening.
day.-13enjamin Franklin.
were R. B. Allen, H. H. Pierce, 0.M. We have lots of ads in the News
every part and corner of our Johnson, George Hall, Richard Mc- ... and we have lots of news in
Brevity is the best recommenda- life, to lose oneself is to be gainer; Neely, Arch Huddleston, John Hud- the ads!
tion of speech, whether in a senator to forget oneself is to be happy- dleston and A. H. Carter, all emor an orator.-Cicero.
Robert Louis Stevenson.
ployees of the Railway Express

zatswaasdoanye, flnsuointeon_haci,o ohne

PADUCAH EXPENSES FOR TVA NEGOTIATIONS

FULTON'S FIRST
HERO COMES HOME

SERVICE CLUB PARTY
PROVES BIG SUCCESS

C. L. COOKE IS
LAID TO REST AT
CEMETERY
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0°'AVNEP BY RAIS \

There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart young like
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm to some
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.

ic°
S)t

Time To Roll The Stone Away
We don't like to make people mad, that's not our
function. From day to day we try to think of little things to
make people happy, to make life a little easier in these precarious times.
But today we believe we are going to touch the nerve
center of your feelings, the spot that's just as senstive as the
nerve in your _tooth. It may hurt, but then maybe our solution will be the cocaine to ease the feeling.
There are times when things just don't get• accomplished
unless somebody gets mad enough to blow his top_and if telling you that the salaries of local school teachers are a-shame
and a disgrace, then we've set off the fire works.
Where is your pride Mr. and Mrs. Average Citizen? How
can you stand by and have folks talk about the pitiable
plight of the local school teacher, who in some instances has
to live in third rate surroundings because their salaries are
not enough to live in a manner that should come _with _wholesome, satisfactory employment. We're not blaming the school
board. We're not blaming the City Council. We're not blaming the school teachers who are leaving because they can't
live here in this era of inflation. We're blaming complacency,
lethargy, lack of intestinal fortitude for the state of things
around here.
All right, Now Fulton has been warned that unless
something is done about the salaries of local school teachers
they will be dropped from the aocredited list of secondary
high schools and colleges. So that happened a month ago and
still we say, Tsk, Tsk, Tsk, isn't that a shame that Goranflo
is leaving, and that Yewell Harrison may leave and that when
our children finish Fulton High they will have to take an entrance examination before they will be permitted to enter
an accredited college. Tsk, Tsk, Tsk, that's too bad.
Yes it is. Kentucky is in .the cellar of educational
standards in the whole United States and the General Assembly should do something. Yes, they should, but if our little
boy was cold and the furnace was broken and there was no
.we are not
heat to be had, you can bet your last dollar that
going to wait until the furnace is fixed before we find some
rned
i
‘
in until the heat is tu
nice warm bitankets to wrap
. on. That broken furnace would be an emergency' measure and
we would take emergency steps to fix it.
And that's what MUST be done here.
Here's what Madisonville, Ky., did. Population 6000.
Schools warned that they would be dropped from accredited
list unless salaries were raised. Citizens got mad. They formed
a Citizens committee and went to the proper city officials
and asked that a temporary real estate equalization board
be appointed to fine comb the city tax records for possible
additional revenue to supplement the salaries of their local
teachers. The board was formed .. in one day. Who was on
the board? A member representing the citizens, a member
representing the City Government and a third member was
selected by the other two. The third member had unbiased
opinions about the tax rolls, and knew the school problem.
They got together. They combed the records. They found
discrepancies in the assesment rolls. They found property
that was purposely "placed'. out of the city limits se- that it
could take the lower county tax rate. They found property
that was excluded from the rolls entirely ... an out and out
they found enorigh money from addifelony. They found
tional taxes to pay their school teachers enough to meet the
requirements as set forth by the association.
, How long did it take? One week and everybody lived
•
happily ever after. •
Are you getting mad. Well here's something else to
make the mercury blow right out of the top of the thermometer. How'come this erractic line that makes for the city frmits.
Here a block, there a block,'skip a• block. City taxes. county
taxes, no city tax, county taxes.
The City Council, a group of better folks a city never
had tending.to its affairs, is going to appoint an equalization
board in July. Let's have a temporary board, if need be, or get
'the board in existence and let s comb our records for a few
more dollars.
Let's show W. L. Holland and his efficient corps of
teachers what we think of them and that we won't wait for
the General Assembly to rectify a creaking system. Let's get
our own house in order before we ask the other fellow to
straighten his sagging blinds.
Mad at us. Maybe so. But we know some folks that
are not mad at us . . . they're those fine boys and girls vrho
want the best foundation in the world to be had here at home
so that when they go off to school they can boast with pride
of their school training.
Two and two are four or is it two and two is four .
whatever it is, it adds up to the fact that some folks are get-

Courtesy of Herblock
The Washington Post

.1

About

Farming
From Washington
Cost of Living
The high cost of living problem
for government workers is recognized in a bill by Senator Langer of
North Dakota which would give
all government workers a flat salary increase of $1,000 a year. It
would cost the Federal Government
about two billions a y-spr. A House
bill by Chairman Rees of the House
Civil Service Committee would put
the increase at $480. This being an
election year, observers were guessing that one of these bills, or a
compromise bill, wiauld be passed
by the prescnt Congress.
Surpluses Again?
The recent drop in farm commodities turns the spotlight back to an
old problem—the possibility
of
price-depressing surpluses in agriculture. Not that we don't have
them now. The fruit and vegetable
industry, with particular emphasis
on citrus fruits, is already wrestling
with the problem. Senator Aiken of
Vermont has introduced a bill
which would make an additional
$40,000,000 available to the Depart-.
ment of Agriculture for use as Section 32 funds are now used, to encourage' exportation of agricultural
cominodities which are in surplus.
Funds would have to be at least
matched by other funds available

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Man" is the subject of the Lesfor foreign assistance in order to •Eby said that there is "corisider
which will be read in
son-Sermon
move surpluses into foreign relief
able truth" in the statement that all Christian
(
Science
churches
channels.
and
"labor leaders are too powerful
throughout the world on JtAnday
Steel Prices
rank and file woriers too subserv- March 7, 1948.
Almost coincidentally with the ient."
The Golden Text Is: "Mark the
Bureau ; of Labor Statistics anThere is likewise some truth in perfect man, and behold the upnouncement of a drop of four per- the statement that political bosses right: for the end of that man is
cent in retail food prices from Jan- often have too much power, he add- ['peace." (Ps. 37:37).
uary 13 to February 17, came the ed. "The reniedy," he said, "in both
Among the citationa which comannouncement of an average in- cases is the san,e---an educated prise the Lesson-Sermon is the folcrease of about five dollars a ton membership or electorate stimulat- lowing from the Bible: "Know ye
for semi-finished • steel products. ed to take their rightful part in the the Lord he A4k)
God: it is he that
Those who had concluded that the organizations of which they arc hath made us. and not we ourselves:
inflation peak had been passed de- members.''
, we are his people, and the shgcp
cided that maybe a second guess Butter
of his pasture." (Ps. 100:3).
was in order. Steel, long regarded
A I. 1 are welcome to our services.
Butter is so scare in Canada that
as a business barometer is always sale of margarine is now being perwatched closely, and now, with the mitted, for She first time in history. I Veterans with overseas service
third round of wage negotiations In New York, regulations have been can ricav enlist and be,issarante...
coming up, it is of extraordinary . modified to permit state institutions three kears with a fardous
While some steel lead- i to use margarine up to a certain stationed in the United States.
significance.
.
ers maintainedthat the present rise
will only partially compensate the
companies for wage raises already
in effect. general opinion here is
that the price increase will definitely bolster the stecl workers' case
for a substantial wage raise.
Power of Labor Leaders
Kermit Eby, director of research
and education for the CIO, is an
Indiana far,rn boy who some years
ago joined the CIO staff. He worked hard to bring about better un•
derstanding by farmers of labor s
point of view. He testified last
week before a subcommittee of the
Senate Committee on Labor in favor of a bill that would create a government agency to do for labor
the kind of a job that the Extension
Service does for farm people. The
great success of the 4-H activities
for farm youth gave rise to a derrrand for a smiilar agency for labor.
in the course of his testimony, Mr.

PUBLIC SALE

n

This city doesn't need the big funerals they say it does,
needs the resurrection of some 5000 inhabitants.

Broa

b
on its high y
money can

A. C. BU

BROADBFil
HYBR/D

And th• IH Sorvko Ports OH
tcwm equipment run srnoo

PAUL NAILLIN(
PHONE 16

Light

and

Myrick'!

J.
TINIRSDPY 1-18PC4g "

Depoi

•

V4i1E

Beginning at 11 a. m. at the

DEWEY JOHNSON MME
4 Miles North of Fulton and 1 2 Mile East of the
Fulton-Beelerton Highway.
On account of my health and my son being
away from home, I will sell my herd of dairy
cows at Public Auction on this date. There
will be 26, most of them are fresh, and the
rest of them will be fresh in 60 days. They
are EXTRA GOOD cows and ALL HAVE
BEEN RECENTLY TESTED by State Veterinarians. I have been selling GRADE "A"
MILK from these cows ... they are as good
as you will find in this country.

IF YOU WANT GOOD COWS,
BE SURE TO ATTEND THIS SALE.

DEWEY JOHNSON & SON, Owners
CHARLES W. BURROW, Auctioneer

P

ople °nee had the idea that a man stopped his eduea.
tlie
tion when he enlisted in the Arms, Today
rn.•. iiie man in Jiniform
opposite is true. As A matter
has alinont unlimited opporttituh to achieve • higher
education than he had when he entered the Army.
The Army maintains some of the finest technical training schools, teaching se-ores of akills and trades. There are
specialized courses in advanced subjects. No platter where
a soldier may he stationed throughout the world, his
schooling goes with him.
In addition, there is the IT. S. Armed Forces Institute,
which teaches a broad range of courses by means of stand.
ard texts, self-teaching texts and corrermondenee methods.
Many thousands of Army men have gotten high school
and college credits by this spare-time study.
It is a splendid thing for the youth of America, many
of whom have been disappointed in their educational
ambitions, that the Army iss doing so much — so vrell — to
keep open to all young men the doors to higher education.

Recruiting Office: 428 Lake St.: Fulton
rats MESSAGE SPONSORED BY

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
PHONE GO

7

PELOT OAK
Mrs. Mary Collins-We were sorry to hear of Syl
Williams dying. She was the b
loved daughter of Amos and E
Williams. To know her was to lo
her. She had- been in ill health f
several years. Your lose will be h
eternal gain and we extend syr
pathy to the bereaved family.
Mr. and Mrs. Barkley Parrish

TO BE HELD

ting away with murder . . . we mean taxes . . . that our
school kids heed.

percentage of their fat needs. The
Dairymen's League raised no objections . . . The American Soybe..a
Association and the National Cotton Council of America are sponsering advertisements in Washingtea
newspapers urging repeal of federal taxes on margarine.
Special-Interest Laws
Optometrists are backing a bill,
applicable only in the District a
Columbia, which would raise optometry to the status of a "learned profession." The bill carries numerous
restrictions apparently designed to
greatly reduce competition in the.
sale of eye glasses and frames. Naturally, prices would be increased.
Since no corpofation could be licensed to practice a "learned professidia," department stores and other big distributors of glasses woull
find themselves out of the busine
This bill is in the same class wic,i
the District of Columbia law put
through some time ago by the lawyers, which makes it illegal for el
real estate agent to draw a contract
or a lease. This is a "make-work"
law for the attorneys.
Optrometrists are working hail
to get their law for the District ef
Columbia 80 that they may then ri
to the State legislatures and WI
them that Congrass has already a;proved the law. (The DistHet
Columbia does not have self-gc.%ernment, therefore must be run hy
the U. S. Congress.) There is
end to bills seeking monopoly priy- .
lieges and higher prii:es for special
groups.
Post Office Problems
Postal officials here know from
experience that Congress occasionally legislates too many. rigidities
into some of its legislation. Right
now the problem of damaged mail
sacks is a headache. Early postal
laws require that all repairing must
be done in Washington. The P. O.
repair department has long ago mtgrown its cramped quarters and
must now build a $50,000 addition
to the plant. The joke is that the
Chicago Postoffice has plenty of
spaee available, and because of its
central location is the logical plE.ce
to do the repairing: yet the law
says it must be done in Washington.
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CAREFUL

When you drive in at POLS
check your car carefully E
business to keep your auto
every customer a satisfied o

WON'T,YOU DRIVE IN, Ti

Phone 9193 for Pici
We handle G001
Your Patronage i

POLSGE
MAYFIELD HIGHWAY
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Mrs. Mary Co
We were sorry to hear of Sybil
Vilhams dying. She was the bewed daughter of Amos and Eva
Villiams. To know her was to love
er. She had. been in ill health for
everal years. Your lose will be her
ternal gain and we extend symathy to the bereaved family.
Mr. and Mrs. Barkley Parrish of

Florida arrived litre for the funeral of Sybil Williams. She was
buried in Old Bethel cemetery Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Mrs. Allene Lowry and Mrs. Lela
Bushart went to Mayfield Friday
afternoon.
We had a doiZnpour of rain with
some wind Friday afternoon. We
had lovely springtime weather Saturday and Sunday and we appreciated the lovely sunshine.

Broadbent
Hybrids

Yes,with Broadbent
seed corn, you are
getting the very best
money can buy. You can depend
on its high yields of quality corn.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Williams visited their daughter Mrs. Evelyn
Melton and Sherry Saturday. Sunday guests were Mr. and Mrs. L. T.
Williams of Mayfield.
Local talent from Pilot Oak
broadcast over WENK Wednesday
morning on the Farm and Home
program. Mrs. Pauline Carr, Mrs.
Allene Lowry. Mrs. Pearl Carr and
Mrs. Alma Arnett told us how to
prepare and plant our garden.
Funeral services for Vodie Austin, father of Clifton Austin, were
held at th Peilot Oak Baptist church
Tuesslay afternoon. Funeral services were conducted by Bro. Bill
Lowry burial was in Bethelhem
cemetery.
Mrs. Dessie Coletharp is getting
along as well as could be expected.
Mrs. W. L. Rowland remains about the same. Attie is some better at this writing.
Mrs. Ruby Mae Steele is suffering with a sore throat.
Billie Walker and Texas Longhorns Will be here Monday night
with a program..
Mrs. Maggie Waciltrigton is-feeling
some better at this writing.Marshall Lowry visited friends in
Pilot Oak Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Rhodes, Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Green and daughter visited Mr. and Mrs. Edd Rhodes
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Rhodes visited
Mr. and Mrs. Will Collins Sunday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Acker of Water Valley spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Vestal ColetharP.
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you at the next meeting which will
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Andrews
Miss Charlene Sanford spent Sunbe March 26 at 7:30 p. m at the have returned
from a trip to St. aay with her parents, Mr. and Mra.
YMBC club room on Lake street.
Louis% Mo.
IR. E. Sanford.
Welder Hugh Howell from Jack:
.
son, Tenn., was in Fulton, Ky.,
working this week.

TICKETS GOING FAST
FOR MAR. 8 CONCERT
With only a few days remaining
until the appearance here of Fulton's own Joseph Brent Williams,
the committee in charge announces
that there are still a limited number of tickets to be sold for the
concert at the Woman's Club on
the evening of March 8. Tickets
may be secured by calling Mrs.
Lois Haws, president of the Woman's Club or Mr. Laurence Holland,
president of the Lion's Club.
Mr. Williams advised the News
today that his acc.ampanist in Fulton will be Galen Lurwick a very
noted concert pianist.
Mr. Lurwick has been featured as
soloist pianist with symphony orchestras on the West Coast, playing the Cesar Franc variations, the
Rimsky-Korsakoff Concerto.
He has toured as accompanist for
many noted singers of the Metropolitan Opera, among them, Nadine
Conner and Julius Huehn.-He has
also played in numerous motion
pictures, as well as recorded for
pictures. Mr. Lurwick was pianist
for Mme. Maria Kurenko on her
west coast tours the past two years.
Mr. Lurwick spends a great deal
of time in his Los Angeles studio
where he coaches many singers and
teaches piano.

Roundhouse
Round-Up REV. DAVIS CHOSEN
BAPTIST DIRECTOR
By Alice Clark

Rev. W. P. Davis of Clinton has
Well, hello folks, here we are been chosen director for the Baptist
West
fientucky Assaciation, it was
again to remind ou remployees we
are now on our third month with annourfted today.
Dr. W. R. Pettigrew, pastor of the
no personnel injuries at Fulton of
which we are very proud, and Walnut Street Baptist church, chairman
df the Statewide Evangelistic
which v,.e intend to keep up. So
lets all remember to be safety mind- committee for Kentucky Baptists,
reports
that 67 of the 80 district
ed at all times.
Baptist Associations have voted to
Gosh, did we have a good time!, have •a Simultaneous Revival in
I should say so, there was more 1948.
than a 100 present and everyone! Previously,
Kentucky
Bapti3t
acted as if they enjoyed themselves. churches had voted in their annual
Tiammaster E. R. McMahon won meetin_g
Owensboro_to_have
the lovely calte - try— holding the their theme, "Winning souls in
lucky ticket, while Mrs. C. E. Hood- 1948." The method they voted to
enplye was elected Queen of the use was to have the r_•hurches in a
bingo party. Mrs. Katherine Ed- county or larger unit hold revival
ward won 1st door prize, Mrs. Grace meetings at the same time. In some
Cavender won 2nd door prize and cases there will le as many as 50
Mrs. W. E. Jackson was third prize. churches holding services daily for
Charles Gordon, candidate for con- ten days during the same period.
gressman from the first district,
Other members of the committee
made a brief talk, also Mrs. Grace are: Rev. Bob Abernathy, Hickman,
Cavender made a brief talk in re- and Rev. George W. Archer, Argard to the X-ray clinic which was lington.
in Fulton Saturday and Monday.
Mrs. Wilma Wallace and children
TO RUN FOR CONGRESS
Joanille and Amelia Ann, and Mr.
CHARLES ELWOOD GORDON
and Mrs. Robert Howell were the
First catididate to make public
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
his intention to run for representaDouglas' Smith on Valley street.
`Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Adams and tive from the First Congressional
childrne of Pd-clucah were the District in the August primaries is
guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Elwood Gordon a native of
Benton, Ky. He is a Democrat.
Sidney Carver and Jerry.
A farmer and attorney Mr. GorBilly Parton son of Mr. and Mrs.
is a former County Court Clerk
don
And the 114 Serrke Parts they use will mak* your
Carl Parton of Detroit. Mich., is
of
Marshall county. From a meager
his
with
visit
here for an extended
farm equipment run smoother ond last longer.
beginning the candidate now holds
parents.
Mr. and Mrs. John Worley have wide farming interests in Livingsreturned home after a visit with ton county and was at one time
signalled out as one of the 100 largfriends in Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. James -Wade and est farm owners in Kentucky.
FULTON
rlitiNr. Is
The candidate advises that he will
children spent the week end in
make a formal announcement at a
Jackson Term., with relatives.
Mr. and• Mrs. L. M. Smith have later date, which will include his
returned home after spending the legislative platform.
week end in Dresden, Tenn., visitMiss Joan McCollum, student of
ing relatives.
Bethel colleie and guest. Miss Mary
J. R. Brown is on a two week va- Ann Hays
of Clarksville, Tenn.,
cation.
spent the v..eekend with the formW. E. Allen has returned to work
Mrs. C. C. McCollum
mother,
er's
after being confined in Kennedy
on Walnut street.
General Hospital at Memphis.
Thomp Young is off on account
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Pickle have
being on the sick list.
returned to their home in Hender!Good luck and happy going,"
after a visit to his parents, Mr.
son
that's what the roundhouse gang is
Lon Pickle.
saying to Lee Weatherspoon, cplor and Mrs.
ed engine watchman. who entered
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bouldin and
the service of the Illinois Central
children spent the weekend in Mcback in 1903, under General Fore- Kenzie, Tenn., where they attendman Jake Huddleston. Lee has ren- ed the Olden wedding anniversary
dered 45 years of faithful service to
of Mr. Bouldin's parents, Mr. and
the I. C. He is the holder of a 40
R. Bouldin.
year pass a 25 year club button. Mrs. L.
and the goodwill of both white and
colored employees who he has come
in contact with him during his 45
years of service.
Mrs. Marian Williams, telephone
WE MAKE operator of Jackson, Tenn., was in
Fulton Sunday and Monday visitOLD RADIO
YOUR
ing relatives.
We are .glad to hear that Mrs. G.
SING LIKE NEW
MOW A. Thomas is getting along nicely
at her home on Third st.
Let's don't forget Friday nite,
March 5, at 7:30 p. m. Fulton high
school, Billy Walker and her Texas
Longhorns n a full evening of entertainment sponsored by the I. C.
Service Club. Let's all came out!
ECONOMICAL
Mr. and Mrs. Wash Harley and
When you drive in at POLSGROVE you can depend on us to
daughter and Mr. and Mrs. George
REPAIRS
Hailey and daughter of Clinton,
check your car carefully and accurately. We make it our
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
guests
the
was
economical to let us servbusiness to keep your auto in first-class shape, and to make
Douglas Smith and children Satur- It is
day.
ice your old radio.'Our factoryevery customer a satisfied one.
I would like.to take a minute out
experts diagnose the
to say that I hoticed a lot of our trained
IC folks and friends out Friday trouble, give you an estimate on
WON'T,. YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?
nite at the Bingo game. We enjoyed
the cost in advance, and do the
having you and would like to see
Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
work promptly and efficiently.

MILK A
BUDGET DRINK
-Our milk is a budget drink—rich in health building
elements, yet so reasonable in cost. Serve it often
bOth as a beverage and as an ingredient in your
favorite recipes. Your whole family will love its
delicious flavor—and you'll be on good terms with
your household budget. Place a regular order with
FULTON PURE MILK today.

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

BROADBENT
HYBR/DS

"Our Expert Mechanics Do
A Good Service Joh Every Time!"

PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT CO.

Light' Wines

HOW TO MAKE
CLOTHES LAST LONGER
To make your apparel last longer and stay new
looking longer — have us dry clean your wearables
regularly. Expert dry cleaning preserves the fabric
and the fit, assures you more,wear from clothes,
and definitely adds to your smart appearance. Let
us serve you. Call 14.

PARISIAN
Laundry & Cfe-aners

and Gins
110—C

RAN 101 YARDS FOR A TouCHROSE BOWL 6Aml
A
IN
DOWN
ip A.TOM i4ARm,eig
& AL 4401Scs4
KNVTE ROcKNE

Myrick's Liquors
Depot Street

CAREFUL ATTENTION

We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

POLSGROVE "rv!"
Station
MAY1FIELD HIGHWAY

•

FITLTON, HY.

Bring yours in today.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Time
and
Clocks
Watches
-Pieces of All Rinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

CITY
Electric Co.

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

205 Commercial Ave.

VORMER MAYoR., NiciaiAMED
"Mg. New Verve
A. JIMMY

VALENTINE

6. JOHNNY

DOWNS

C. JIMMY

44_
MIS TRAOEMAltiC IDINTIFIRS
wit/kr PRopucT ?
8.1(gtviNAT0R.
A. CADILLAC
C. FISHER 11001ES
To moon ammo ma III 44
Al Hoisch, Jimmy Walker, and Cadillac answer the above
quiz . . and the QUICK SERVICE LAUNDERALL is the
answer to your laundry problems. Your wash will be readyin 40 minutes.

QUICK SERVICE
LAUNDERALL
-

156 WEST STATE LINE.FULTON,KY.

I
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Friday

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Homra
Mrs. Gilson Latta, Mrs. Lewis
Weaks, and daughter, Mary Davi3 have returned to their home in
Weaks, Ann Latta, Janice Wheeler Keneth, Mo , after a vis4t with Mr.
and Ann McDade spent Saturday and Mrs. K. Homra and other reMrs. Ben Evans entertained the in Memphis.
•
latives.
inembers of her bridge club Tuesday afternoon at her home on Ed- MN\
Editor,
WITTY,
926
PHONE
ELIZABETH
dings street.
Mrs. T. M. Franklin, Mrs. Frank
ci.eeamemmonmemaimelowne
Brady and Mrs. J. C. Scruggs were
the club.
Donna Pat Bragg Honored guests to several
Junior Woman's Club
of
Swing into Spring with wee waists
progressions
After
On Fourteenth Birthday contract Mrs. L. O. Bradford was
Has Regular Meeting
and wide skirts!
prize.
Donna Pat Bragg was honortd on awarded high score
The Junior Woman's Club held
the games the
of
close
the
At
here and there, suits acquire
touch
deft
a
With
with
29
;
eve
tier 14th birthday February
its _regular meeting TuesAtty
hostess served light refreshments.variations ot the whirling skirt
chai ming nein
ning, March 2 at 7:30 at the club a birthday and theater party givMeswere
playing
Members
theme — others are slim-skirted with captivating
en by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
buildipg with 25 present.
dames R. C. Pickering, Vester Freeneu jacket Ideas. Toppers . . . wearable and lovMr.s. Eugene Hoodenpyle, presi- Ray °Mar at their home on Park man, L. O. Bradford, Clanton
able as ever . . . have a decided flare for backdent, opened the meeting with the avenue.
„
Baldridge.
Meacham and A. G.
swing and sprightly new detailing.
Lord's Prayer. Mrs. Edward Bene- l'he St. Patrick motif was used in
dict, Jr., gave a report on the dis- the decorations and refreshments
trict meeting of Junior Woman's of ice cream topped with green
Clubs ,held in Paducah Tuesday. cherries and a birthday cake with
Those attending from Fulton were 14 small candles were served. FavMrs. Morgan Omar, Jr., Mrs. Wal- ors of candy bars were given before
lace Ashby, Mrs. Howard Arm- attending _the theater.
bruster, Mrs. Eugene Hoodenpylp,
Mrs. O'Var was assisted in servMrs. J. L. Jones, Jr., and Mrs. Beneing .by Mrs.. Guy..Tucker, Mrs. Ben
diet. oyaftly..)
and Mrs. Robert Lamb.
The Senior Club was in charge of Davis
ie1y111Lif11111
The guest list included Mary Day.
the program which was then pre- is Weaks, and Bobby Buckingham.
sented, Mrs. E. N. Strong sang two
PERFECT
lullabves. Miss Mary Martin gave Peggy Hall and Godfrey Binford,1
DIAMOND
a most interesting talk on the Unit- Frederica Gibson and Harold Wise- I
ed Nations and the power of the man, Shirley Easley and Jack Voegeli, Rosolyn Bennett and Glen O'
RINGS
veto.
After the program the business Mar, Nancy Breeden and Ralph
I-Doubly guaranteed in
session continued and plans for the Pu.ckett, Peggy Cummings and Joe
writing to be perfect;
-play the club is presenting March Bowden, Gail Logan and Bobby ,
and
Campbell, Betty Meacham
, 18 and 19 were discussed.
registered
2-Indisidually
hostthe
hour
social
During the
James Butts, BlOndie Buck of
in the owner's name:
, esses, Mrs. Jack Carter, Mrs. Fred , Memphis and Joe Pigue, Jo Ann
Homra, Mrs. Richard Rose and Miss Latta and Bernie Filler of Union
3-Fully insured again.t
a sand- City, the honoree and Jimmy Hogan
Marian Maxfield served
loss by fire or theft:
wich plate and coca-colas.
.of Union City, and little Felix Da,
Miss W-innie Bolin was a visitor is.
4-One uniform national
to the club.
price on sealed-on tag.
Mrs. Harry Bushart and Miss
you,
See tbem
Mrs. B. G. Huff Hostess Mary Sv..an Bushart, v:ho were is
AUTIK)RIZED
visiting in Lakeland, Fla., were
"Xoyaliy,
To Missionary Society
called home on account the sudden
JEII ELEA'S
Mrs. B. G. Huff was hostess to death of the latters father, Dr. R.L.
the Woman's Missionary Society Bushart.
Monday afternoon at her home on
Jefferson street.
Mrs. J.L. Buckingham was MadBEALJTY SHOP BETSY
er for the afternoon and gave the
was
theme
lesson
devotional. The
BY MRS. J. A. JONES
Mrs. Harry
World Evangelism.
Murphy led in prayer.
Interesting reports on Medical
FULTON
312 LAKE ST.
22.4 Lake St.
Missions were given by Mrs. HuTour LoYaRy Dealer in Fultonbert Bennett and Mrs. Fred Brady.
World call questions were well answered_
Mrs. Murphy, the chairman, prebusiness session.
sided over the
Easter week of prayer will be observed the week before Easter. The
meeting closed with the benediction.
The hostess served cookies and
cold drinks to nine members"

Bennet
Leaden
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The Woman's Page

i Mrs. Ben Evans Hostess
.To Tuesday Bridge Club

Sods 4#gd %Nava

WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE

"in, as esgiunisstr
LET US GIVE YOU

street.

delectable dinner - was served
from a beautifully appointed dining table centered with a three tiered birthday cake.
Mrs. Adams received several nice
gifts., ,
Those present were_ James Adams,
Roy Adams, Mr. and Mrs. John Adams and little daughter, Margaret
Ann, Bernard Adams, Billy and
Jack Adams.
A

YOUR

SPRING PERMANENT

LA CHAINHE BEAUTY SALON
WI AC HINE-MADIINELESS WAVES
COLD WAVES
MANICURING
FULTON,KENTUCKY
218 CHURCH ST
PHONE 34

oris Dodson's pett1=7
coat-effect Infadorable. r
Aqua, lavender, or lime ,
with white; rayon Shan.'
con. Adjustable draw.
,
,String waist; 9 to

EEL

17.

me

For Fine Liquors

vaxi ghop

426 Lake St. Fulton,Ky. Phone 93

FULTON
P

SUNDAY, MONDAY,
TUESDAY
March 7, 8, 9
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Poor Lucille! situations, so
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K. Homra's-

Mrs. Adams Surprised
With Birthday Party
Mrs' Roy Adams was 'delightfully surprised on her birthday Tuesday when Miss Dorothy Adams and
Mrs. James Adams complimented
her with a birthday dinner at the
home of Miss Adams on Paschall

Bennett
ed at Cli

a PRINTZESS
coat-and suit
What a proud place you'll take in the Easter parade, in
your Printzess coat and suit. You'll be lovely as an
Easter lily, aware of your air of quality and your
elegance of line. And rememter—Printz,ess alway•
means value beyond compare!
2•2644.
1
sizes 10-46; 10/
Ours exclusively. Left:
Right: sizes:12/
2.2
1
0
2,i

RegWectizA"Sala
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??
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Mr. Gibson declared that each—r—
Bennett Qitizens Attend neighborhood
needs a meeting place I
Leaders Training Prograrn not only for homemaker clubs and
4-H clubs, but for any desirable
Bennett 4-H club was represent- function. "School
ed at Clinton on Thursday after- doubtless helped consolidation has
educationally but
noon February 26th by Mr. and it has left the communities
free
Mrs. H. C. Sams, H. C..Sams, Jr., from the sense of ownership and
Mrs. Wales Aiistin and Mrs. H. G. responsibility of former days
when
Butler in the annual leaders train- all general community
activities
ing program.
were had in the little red school
H. B. Gibson and Miss Lyda Suth- ...house." "We need
community houserland, field agents in 4-H
club es."
work from the university, lead in
the discussions, giving many practiAviation Cadet training, is a
cal suggestions.
priceless
opportunity
for alert
Warren Thompson presented hla young men with the urge to carve
report of the past year and the their future in American Aviation.
goals of the coming year of action. See your local Recruiting Sergeant
Of the 506 boys and girls in the today!
coljnty, who enrolled last year, 428
When you talk to a young man a
finished at least one project.
bout the Army, tell him about the
Spring Rally Day is set for May choice of opportunities that
are op5.
en to him.

A
Qu elwes
t" s;
4
e
Head
A little Va-tro-nol up
each nostril promptly
V04' relieves
stuffy
S distre:s of
head colds—
1'058
makes breat hing easter.
Cla

SP$bl
f:Pd

Ales Yelps prevent many
colds from developing
If used in Um& Try it!
You'll like lt1 Follow
directions In package.

WICKS VA-TRO-NOL
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Parade Of Fashions
From The

Roberts Sfore

- CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE: Small farm. Six acres
good land. Large 7 room
house
suitable for two apartments. Good
pipe well, all out buildings. Located
in cayce, Ky., two bloCks fronz
high-I-chop]. Russell Brown, Cayee.
AUTO GLASS installed. Fulton
Paint and Glass Co., 210 Church
FOR SALE: Dinette set, lawn
chairs, folding cot, bed springs, men
and womens clothing. fruit jars,
and other household items.—Mrs.
F'red Farmer, 200 College street
Phone 330.

Introducing-asSpring and
Easter
SUITS

-

Toppers
ALLURING fOOTW4AR

Chic new Gabardines in
soft Spring and Easter pas
Sizes 10-18.
tels.

and
Gabardines,
wools
Suedes In bright Spring
pastels, swirl backs: cape
sleeves, Sizes 10-20.

$24.95

$22.50 to $29.95

Easter Dresses

'CR&

DOLLY DIMPLE crepe originals in
Spring pastels, Florals and Navy.
Sizes 9-17 $12.98

ms,

Black Calf
AAAA B 5-9

Clever Blouses

Spring Hats

New Gloves

Little CRYSTAL creations with
an unmistakable 1890-ish feeling,
Fetching Gibson types and othSizes 32-40.
ers.

Dainty flower trims reflect
the feminine trend
in
clothes. Latest styles in
straws and straw braids.

Reflect the new season in
the smart long or short petticoat trim. Soft suede in
a wealth of colors.

$2.98 to $5.98

$2.98 to $4.98

ktiou f,40
6) ,
e

These are your Easter
. . these
stockings
heavenly-shaded willCLAUSo-the-wisp
Meer - Sheer
SNER
nylons!

Awl
__

EASTER
Is At Hand
With these sleek bags to
complement new ensembles; all the new colore!

$2.98 to $5.98

Black Patent
AAAA-11 5-9

Fry Shoe Store
220 LA10E ST.

FULTON

15 denier

62.25

20 denier
30 denier .

1.95
.....

frregularw,;111 denier

1.45
1.65

ORE
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WEST STATE LINE
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
Since the last few days have
been so bad these beautiful sunShine days are very welcome to our
community. Seems as though spring
is just around the corner.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Evans of Fulton on the
birth of their little son. Richard
Davis, February 26th at the Fulton
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Gambill
and ?on Micheal attended the Cub
Scout meeting Friday evening at

the First Methodist church. Micheal
is a member.
Mrs. Lucian Browder of Fulton
spent Thursday with her sister,vMrs.
Raymond Gambill.
Mrs. Vance Hicks and Mrs. Edgar Grissom spent a while Saturday afternoon with Mrs. Raymond
Evans and littleso n at their home
in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. John Monney and
son, John Jr., of St.Louis spent
Sunday with her parents, Mr. and
John Gambill and daughter. Edith
Mrs -Julius Fulcher and family.
spent a while Friday afternoon with
his son, Raymond Gambill and family.
.,Mrs. Earl Baird Of Cayce-is
frora. a cold.
Malcolm Booney of St. Louis spent
Sunday with Mr., and Mrs. Bud Fulcher and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom -attended church at the Cayce Pentecost church Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Roy
flood and family of Riceville.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshal Doughty
and family of Mayfield attended
the prayer meeting Saturday night.

WATCH

REPAIRING

k

ee sa e

R. M. KIRKLAND

tagm

BUTTS MILLING COMPANY

NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO PLACE

J. T. BRUNDIGE

1

Merit Badge Counselors Announced Today.

Merit Badge Counselors to assist
Boy Scouts in this area in passing
scouting tests are being announced
today by Scout leaders. The com
plete list is printed herewith. AnySubject
Counsellor
Agriculture—Mansfield Martin
Animal Industry—Barney Speight
Animal Industry—Paul Butts
Bee Keeping—Carl Hastings
Beef Production—Paul DeMyer
Beef Production—Lewis Thompson
Citrus Fruit Culture—
M. I. Boulton
Corn Farming—J. S.IPRose
Cotton Farming—Joe Davis
-Dairying --W. P:
- BurnettDairying—Smith Brown
Dog Care—George Alley
Farm and Home Planning—
Billy Blackstone
Farm Layout and Building
Arrangement—Billy Blackstone
Farm Mechanics—J. S. Rose
Farm Records and Bookkeeping
J. S. Rose
1st Aid to Animals—Georie *Rey
Fruit Culture—Carl Hastings
EFFICIENT
Gardening—Clifford Shields
Grasses
Legumes and Forage
PROMPT and
Crops—Joe M. Reed
Grasses Legumes and Forage
COURTEOUS SERVICE
For careers with a future see your
Crops—Paul Butts
US Army and US. Air Force Re- Hog and Pork Pro.—Manus Williams
sergeant,
rruiting
428 Lake street, Rabbit Raising—J. W. Coleman
YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR
Fulton, Ky.
Poultry Keeping—B. A. Ross
Sheep Farming—B. A. Ross
Small
Grains and Cereal Foods
011,
111PINFt -H11.1r111111111
Clyde Williams Jr.
Cagle Plumbing Shop Soil Management—Georg
e Alley
Art=Mansfield Martin
Art—Mack Burrow
DEEP WELL PUMPS Architecture—H. Mullins
DIAMONDS
Coin Collecting—George Alley
Dramatics—Miss Mary Royster
AND PIPES
Interpreting—Mrs. Hawes
Landscape Gardening—
Mrs. Jimm Hutcherson
Indian Lore—George Alley
206 Church St.
Indian Lore—Tommy Bynum
JEWELER
•Mu&c—Music Teacher
Plione
399
Public
Speaking—James Warren
MAIN ST.
FULTON, I‘Y.
Pottery—George Alley
Scholarship—Lawrence Holland
Sculpture—George Alley
Stamp Collecting—Doc Wright
Reading—Teacher
Angling Camping and Sports—
Vernon Owens
Archery—Bobby Snow
Athletics—Joe Hall
Athletics—Mr. Fleming
Bugling—Jack Snow
..
Camping—Russel Pitchford
Camping—Paul Westpheling
Canoeing—George Alley
Cooking—Miss Mary Royster
Cycling—Roy Carver
Hiking—Russ- Andelson
Horsemanship—Charles Gregory
Horsemanship--B. B Henderson
Pathfinding—Billy Blacksteine
Photography—E. Goodwin .
Photography—Mr. Gardner
Rowing—R. Pitchford
Seamanship—H. Mullins
Seamanship--R. Anderson .
Crafts-NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
Basketry
Bookbinding—Mrs W. Boyd
ON MARTIN HIGHWAY,45-E
Cemet Work—Clyde Hill, Jr.
Handicraft—Bobby Matthews
Leathercraft—Bobby Matthews
GRINDING AND MIXING OF ALL KIND'S OF FEEDS
Leatherwork—Bobbv Matthews
Metal Work—Billy Blackstone
Woodcarving—Pete Ferguson
All Kinds Of Feeds and Field Seeds
Wood turning—Manual Arts Teacher
Woodwork—Manual
Arts Teacher
Fertilizers
Wire Fencing
AstronomyDr. N. W. Hughes
Phone 651
Astronomy—George Alley
Bird Study—Louis Weaks
Botany—Mrs. Trevor Whayne
Conservation—George Alley
Forestry—C. D, Edwards
Insect Life--C. D. Edwards
Reptile Study—Mrs. Trevor Wayne
Rocks and Minerals—Russ Anderson
Stalking—Louis
Weaks
Your order for that Spring or Summer
Tlxidermy—N. T. Norse ..
Weather—Doc
Hughes
Suit! Guaranteed to fit, tailored to your
Zoology—Mrs. Wayne
Blacksmithing—Guy Webb
measure. Write for appointment.
Business and Industry—
Billy Blackstone
Business—Leon Browder
Carpentry—Pete Ferguson
Carpentry—D. J....Jones
Foundry Practice—B. Blackstone
Martin, Tennessee
Machinery—William Hill
1‘.1asonry—Clyde Hill Jr.,
Printing Eph Dawes
Printing—Paul Westphcling
Printing—H. L. Williams
Plumbing—Stanley Jones
Painting—Mel Simons
Painting—Leon Hutchens
Salesmanship—Charles Gregory
Salesmanship—Joe Treas
Salesmanship--L. P. Carney
Textiles—Louis Weaks
408 Eddings Street
Fulton, Ky.
Textiles—ROy Greer
Eng. & Professions
.
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
Aero-dynamics—Harold Mullins
Airplane Design—R. Pitchford
Airplane Structure—R. Pitchford
Airplane Structure—H. Mullins
Automobiling—Frank Brady
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of;
Automobiling—Sam 'Tibbs
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
Automobiling—Buford Sisson
Aviation—Harold Mullins
Listen To Our Radio Program "Moon River"
'Chemistry—Mrs. Whayne
Civics—Mary Martin or teacher
every Wednesday night at 8:30 over WENK.
Civics—Mrs. Guy Duley
Electricity—Robert Burrow
Journalism—Martha Moore
11■11111111121•1111111=11111MUMNISINIIIIIIII Mech. Drawing—Uel Killebrew
Pioneering—Scoutmaster
Radio—Ham Ethridge
Radio—Milton Eacum
Signaling—H. Mullins
Surveying—Homer Wilson
Surveying—Robert Burrow
Health and Safety—Robert Burrow
Health and Safety—
TIN SHOP
Mrs. Grace G. Cavender
Fingerprinting—
Firemanship--Robert Burrow
Firemanship—Neil Clinard
First Aid—Robert Burrow
Lifesaving—Mrs Russ Anderson
Lifesaving—Bobby Snow
Lifesaving—Jack Snow
Marksmanship—R. Pitchford
Marksmanship--Howard Shaw
Personal Health—Teacher
Physical Development-- - -Teacher - and .Coach •
Public Health—Mrs. G. Cavender
Public Health=Robert Burrow
Safety—Robert Burrow .
Swimming—Jack Snow
Swimming—Bobby Snow

Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home

one not able to serve is asked to
contactJ . S. Rose at Phones 180-W
or 196. Extra copies of the list may
be secured at the Fulton County
.
NE WS office.
5
7;
7
101 A
Rded
erdesIg
St.
570J
Route 3
779
207 College St.
1021
Mayfield Highway
335
Mayfield Highway
1089R
Route 1
233
780W
263
8I3J
813J
212
212
780W
780W
819162JI
620

Mrs. Leland Bugg has returned
from a visit to her daughter, Mrs.
Kathrine Beadles and Mrs. Arthur Roman and family in InAnderson of Mayfield spent Sun- dianheacl, Maryland.
day with Mrs. Sue Schoe.
•
Mr and Mrs. Maxwell McDade
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wiggins, Mrs.
returned
from New Orleans
have
Monette Cochran and Tom Bradley
where they were guests of Mr. and
spent Monday in Nashville on busiMrs. Robert H. Binford.
ness.

PERSONALS

miss

Frank W. Cequin, Jr., of HuntMr. and Mrs. Paul Pickering of
Jackson spent Sunday with his ingdon, Tenn., spent the week end
mother, Mrs. R. E. Pickering on Ed- with his father, Frank Cequin and
other relatives in Fulton.
dings street.

208 Norman St.
' 1303 Arch St.
Robert Whitnel of Dyersburg,
R. G. Harris of Louisville spent
_ 30, Eddings Tenn., spent
Sunday with his moth- the week end, with his daughter, Eu'
Route 1 er, Mrs.
R. C.
gene Harris and Mr, and Mrs. L. O.
Route 1, WatercaVra
r lls
ety tin highway. Whitnek on the Mar- Bradford.
.318 Second St. Esrey Vance of Dyersburg, Tenn.,
spent Sunday with relatives
in
318 Second St. Fulton.
803 Arch St.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Newton and
803 Arch St. family of Jackson, Tenn., spent
Carr St. Sunday with his mother, Mrs. CamMayfield Highway ie , Newton and his sister, Dorothy
403 Jackson Newton.
Reed Bros. Feed Store

775
1119M4
68
446J
446J
696W
913557j3R

Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Sanford and
their -guest Miss Mary Ridings of
207 College St. Memphis attended Campus
Lights
Martin Highway in Murray Saturday night.
Jackson St.
412 Glendale Ave.
412 Glendale Ave.
505 Park Ave.
Carr• St.
101 Reed St.
William St.
Carr St.
166 Carr
Highlands

278
462
298

407 Arch
Carr St.,
116 Central Ave.'

173
141

501 Eddings
Carr St.'
416 Jefferson .
Carr St.
301 4
, Park Ave.

129
843

306 Second
Carr St.
303 Cedar
867
South Fulton H. S.
-W
w •
6
10
563
117 Norman
811 Walnut
1255
513 Second St
9732:913

1
3
272
8
,j
3L2
1115J
212
1275W
693
1063W
337J

106 Carr ti‘t.
Western Auto Store
301 West
905 Walnut St.
E. State Line
308 Second
206 West
212 Commercial
811 Walnut .

Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone 807 R
Or Call 70

We dell
SAF
YES,of course, our shelves
laden with medicaments,
ranging from the newest
specialty to rare and costly
drugs,stocked only by pharmacies svith a large prescription volume. But in another
sense, what we actually sell
is Sajety—proteaion in time
of need fur you and yours.
Count on us for pure, potent
ingredients, precisely compounded and fairly priced.
So,be SUM to bring your DOCtor's next prescription here.
art

CITY DRUG CO.

Dr. H. W. Connaughton

C. H. Mcf/ANIEL Phar.; Owner
408 Lake
Phones 70, 428

Graduate Veterinarian

.
F•

Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway

‘
11
,
1
PRF
RIPT134S

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

Fulton, Kentucky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBCAK
. WALTER VOELPEL
Licensed Funeral
Litensed Funeral
Direetor and Embalmer
- Director and Embalmer
NIRS. J. C. YATES
Irady Assistant
Contract Funeral Horne
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

301 West St.'

108
1304W
1323W
1323W
1323W
212
325J

292J

219 4th
105 Jackson
s Forestdale
Fol-estdale
Forestdale
308 Second St
814 Walnut

218
218

206 Commercial
Carr St.
219 Third
313 Third
Carr St.
200 West
200 West

9082

102 Washingt,,1

542
47

914
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t

823
234295jj
784
1304W
713W
1255
734W
490
1078M
1187
312

499 E. State Line
E. Walnut St.
814 Walnut
705 E. St. Line

3
78
35
9W

904 WaInta
105 Jackson
108 Valley ,
513 Second St..
104 Eddings St.
808 Walnut
Highlands
313 Central
905 Walnut
305 Cedar;
408 Jefferson

1063R

800 E. St. Lin,.

386

118 Church St.

63
630

Ricevillc
300 Pearl

The Home of

Good Chili
HICKORY LOG
B R-B-I)
10S East Fourth'Street
111111111111111111V

•

PHONE 88

SMALLMAN

New Line Automatic Duo-Therm:Oil Furnace
Roofing of All Kind

Gutter and Downspeuts Repaired or
Replaced
Phone 502

Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

684
508
278
979R
308W
840

Maiden St
106 Third St
106 Carr St.
108 Central ,
107 Second,
511 Second St.

WALLPAPER THAT HARMONIZES
228R

539J)

Paschall

912 Arch St.

Choose wallpaper that is in harmony wilth your
room and its furnishings. We'll gladly assist you
anytime in selecting the color and type of wallpaper that will do the most for the room it decorates. For wallpaper of top quality yet reasonably
priced, choose from our wide assortment today.

Exchange Furniture Co.
207 CHURCH ST.,

656W
556

117 Norman
218 Carr

PHONE 35

moor

-ned
Wrs.
In-

lade
.ans
and

unt
end
and

)ent
Eu. O.

Friday, March 5, 1948
PERSONALS
Walter Lester of Arlington, Ky.,
is visiting his daughter, Mrs. Lewis
Bizzel and family on Walnut street.
Mrs. Jim Hutcherson is the guest

-
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Mrs. J. H. Flake of Jackson, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Jodie Tanner and
Mrs. Charles Bowers and chil-,
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Smith spent
is attending the bedside of her children, Vickey and Tommy were
dren have returned from a visit to the week end with their daughter,
mother, Mrs. Pearl Weaver.
weekend guests of the latters parher brother, Bruce Henderson and 'Miss Annie Walt Smith and Mrs.
ents .in Franklin.
11/1rs Jim Rust and son hatre refamily in Chester, Ill.
Howard Adams in Memphis.
Mrs. Moore Joyner underwent an
turned to their home in Carbondale, eye operation in Jackson Tuesday
Mrs. Walter Evans, who has been
ill
for
several
weeks
in
Jones
ClinMr.
and
Mrs.
after
a
visit
to
Ill.,
and is doing nicely at her home in
ic is improving.
Highlands.
H. A. Rust on College street.

PUBLIC SALE
commoDoRE wEBB FARm,
To Be Held At The

5 Miles South of Fulton Just West of the Fulton-Martin
Highway on the Harris Station Road

Tuesday, March 9
BEGINNING AT 10: A. M.

Mrs. George Pritchard and little
Mrs. C. C. Maxfield was called to
Chicago on account of illness of a daughter of Mayfield are visiting
her
relative.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. O.
Lock on Walnut street.
Mrs. J. H. Patterson spent Sunday in Hopkinsville.
Mrs., Boyd Alexander spent Sunday with her daughter, Mrs. Gene
Mrs. Charles Williams and little Poe and family in Clinton. .
daughter, Charleton Gay -of Padtt.,
cah are spending two weeks with
Mrs. Eugene
her parents, Mr.' and Mrs. Robert C. E. Benedict, Hoodenpyle, Mrs.
Mrs. Wallace Asby,
Lamb.on Thirdestreet.whe has been Mrs.
Howard Armbruster, Mrs. J.T.
Jones, Jr., and Mrs. Morgan O'Mar,
Jr., attended the district meeting of
quite ill in Haws Memorial hospital the
Junior Wornans Club in Paduhas been dismissed and is doing cah
Tuesday.
nice1y at her home on Norman
street.
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Cagle spent
Henry Homra of Bristow, Okla , Tuesday in Union City on business.
and Miss Andelia Homra of Hayti,
Mo., were weekend guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Legg, and Mr.
and Mrs. K. Homra and family on and Mrs. R. D. Cox spent Sunday
Norman street.
at Gibertsville Dam.

Paul- Boyd is a patient in the Ful2 RIDING HOE CULTIVATORS
ton hospital.
1 HORSE DRAWN MOWER
1 HAY RAKE
Mrs, Ernest Bell has returned
1 ROTARY HOE
from a visit to Mrs. J, M. Walton
2 SECTION HARROWS
in Paducah.
SOME HORSE-DRAWN BREAK
ING PLOWS
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Willingham
and sons, Terry and Charles Edward have returned to their home
in Kansas City after a visitwith her
father, W. A. Terry, who has been
ENTIRE HOUSEHOLD AND KITCHEN quite. ill and his mother, Mrs. T. T.
Boaz and Mr. Boaz.
FURNITURE INCLUDING

1 PR. GOOD WORK MARES
1 "20" FARMALL TRACTOR, (on
rubber equipped with breaking
plo , disc cultivator, subsoiler,
middle lister and mower.
I INTERNATIONAL CORN
PLANTER (with bean and fertilizer attachment/.
I WALKING CULTIVATOR
1 DISC CULTIVATOR

ALSO THE

Electric Stove

Hotpoint Refrigerator

2 Dining Room Suites

Beds, Chairs, Dressers and
Dishes
Lots of Other Things too Numerous to Mention

JOE MC INTYRE, Owner
CHARLES W. BURROW, Auctioneer
..nositAttentut,...Rt-oixt.airoor,,:...r,ii,idii!;;.iiiii,i,a,!;:if i i:,i,,, ,m,i3i!lAtiti:tlyivoliiolar,
1

Mrs. Charlotte Smith and J. E.
Melton visited relatives in Mayfield
Sunday afternoon,

mrs. Harry Plott of Duquion, Ill.,
is visiting her father, T. M. Exuni
and other relatives.
Dr. and Mrs. O. L. Harkey of Sharon, Tenn., and Harry Campbell of
Martin, Tenn., were Sunday guests
of Mrs. Walter Joyner on Walnut
street.

WE HAVE
THE DISHES YOU LIKE
When you eat here you have a selection of dishes
big enough and varied enough to offer a favorite
choice for YOU — every meal. And it's always
good food — served in comfortable surroundings.
Come in for dinner today.

Rushton's Cafe

Mrs. Alex Kheurie is visiting her
Mr. and Mrs. Poynter DeMyer
spent Sunday with their son, Scott daughter, Mrs. Fred Khourie and
DeMyer and family in Benton, Ky. family in Cairo, Ill.

Hugh Rushijon, Prop.

Mrs. T. U. Payne of Paducah is
Nancy Dame has returned from
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. R.Q. a visit to her grandparents in DuMoss and family on Paschall street. rant, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Lowe of Pierce
Tenn., complimented Mrs. Roy Adams Tuesday with a small birthday
dinner. Mrs. John Adams was a
guest.

d!:.11,,,milliwniiii.:110iliviouvinitmilill:limulmtviHimatattnamnitiimusilli
i
a
.
a
.

WELCOME HOME
Joseph Williams
THERE'S NOT ALWAYS ROOM FOR ONE IMRE
he Johnsons know that now, too.
T
Ask Bob Johnson about the night Ile
and Alice were having a party. All
the lights in the hem* were ort,. the
radio was playing, the refrigeraor was
freezing a new batch of ice cubes, aud
someone spilled an ash tray. "Dbn't
worry about it," Bob said. "I'll Qlisk
it right up with the vacuum." —
But when he.turned on the sweeper,
a fuse let go, and the house was
blacked out.
Bob's home did NOT have Adequate Wiring.* He knows that now.

An already loaded circuit 1:r7cme
overloaded when he turned on tile
vacuum sweeper, and Bob learned the
hard way that there's no*always room
for one more.
Perhaps your only experience with
Poor wiring has been a weak radio,
underdone toast, or flickering lights.
But whatever it has been, promise
yourself that when you build or remodel, you'll make sure you have Adequate Wiring.* Ask your electrical
contractor or our local manager to go
over your plans with you.

*Adequate_Wiring Simply Means:
LARGE ENOUGH
ENTRANCE WIRE

ENOUGH CI R CU ITS

@ 0=
@
00 0

PLENTY Or OUTLETS &
SWITCHES

®
00
CD ®

A 3-wire entrante serviee of No. 6 wire will,
in the average home., sepw present and probable
. Roughly, one lighting
future requirements
circuit to each SOO square feet of floor apace,
plus special sppliance circuits, will mom your

needs . One outlet t• nick 12 feet of unbroken
wall space, plus one in each other spare longer
than three feet, trill be adequate. Install
switches ise Ikea wry wore cam be
widr
and walk* ba airiness.

KENTUCKY UT!LITIES COMPANY
Self-Supporting, Tax-herby Saiiiiiireiffiabidlaa
?At_
11180001101111IIME410010201.011111010101112,202
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AUSTIN SF'RINGS

program at the Bible Union school
on Tuesday evening, March 9th.
The public is invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold (Red) Smith
announce the arrival of a nine
pound boy born at the Fulton Hospital on March 2. Congratulations.

Mrs. Carey Frields
Obe Davis is a patient at Haws
Well, another March is here and Memorial after an accident which
it looks as though we are going to accured Saturday afternoon in limhave some more rain. We sure has its of Dukedom. He was accompania lot this past week. The farmers ed by John Fogaus at the wheel
are almost through stripping their and lost control of car and ran
tobacco. The roads are in bad shape into the service station. Mr Davis
Founders Day-Dads Night
and a lot of tobacco can't be hauled suffered severe scalp wounds
and
to market for a while.
loss of blood, from flying glass. He Observed by S. Fulton PTA
This writer listens to Jack Foy's is resting quite comfortably at this
The P.-T.A. of South Fulton obradio program every day coming writing.
over WNGO. I enjoy it very much.
Mrs. Dave Mathis was stricken served Founder's Day and Dad's
I used to know Jack when he was with kidney colic the past week night February 26 at 7:30 in 'the
a lad but guess he is an old man from which she is a chronic suffer- home economics room with 59-par
ents and teachers present.
now.
er and is receiving medical care.
Mrs. James Alderdice is in Hous
A delicious pot-luck supper was
Mr. and .Mrs..B. L. Doran spent
ton Clinic at Murray and is ser. Saturday in -IVlayfield.
enjoyed with Mesdames Bobby Mat—
iously ill.
•
Uncle J. Vincent remains very hews, Jones Gamblin and. George
A number of friends, neighbors feeble these days suffering from
and relatives went Tuesday and hear trouble and kidney ailment
stripped James Alderdice's tobac- There is no hope for a complete
reco.
covery.
ray
We sure had a big rain in this
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields and
end of the county on the night of Karen Gayle, and Carey Frields
March lst.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Dwight Jones and family spent Ed Frields and Mitchell
family in
Sunday with Mrs. Jones father, Mr. Paducah.
Morris of Trinity.
Mrs. Clifton Cherry was stricken
with hemorrhages again
Monday
night and was rushed to Fulton
hospital for treatment.
Leslie, 21 months old soh of Mr.
and Mrs. Buton Lassiter is suffering
from first and second degree burns
on his limb sustained Friday after
noon at the home of his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mathis.
The baby was playing and stepped
into a can of ashes that contained
s
some fire. He was rushed to HawsFir" is oui for yoursolf. Five or ton
Memorial where he rests as well
*Mars a month on oach of a numas could be expected. Every good
ber of IsMIs amounts to considotably
wish is hoped for the baby s soon
Come in while we still
rent than ffss small onorrthty
camplete recovery.
have your favorite
MOS so•Money cash loan to pay
Mrs. Grant Bynum improves and is
varieties in oar largo
sham aN In twil. YoieN Ind It MVOS
responding to treatment altho she
assortment of vegeta.
ros bon then and 119•007 sewn
still remains a patient at Haws Clinble aad lower seeds.
mseilh
se stwsw sr _MONO
ic.
0,46%
.
Mrs. Bob Taylor

Speight in charge of arrangements
for the supper. They were complimented for untiring efforts to make
the-sapper a success.
A musical program was presented by Mrs. R. S. Mathews, Donna
Fay McClure, Dale Henry and Thelma Carol Counce sang. Gene Vaned
sang two solos accompanied by Mrs.
Mathews on the piano.
Following the supper and program a —short business session was
held presided over by the president, Mrs. Bob Harris, Mrs. Hari y
Richards, secretary, read the minutes of the previous meeting. Mrs.
Finis Vancil, program chairman,
presented Mrs. J, L. Grooms, who
read an-interesting article on• "Pop
is a Parent Too.' Mrs. Harris read

THE TITRE
, wow ISSEEDS
FOR
II° GET
IRIS YEAR'S GARDEN

i

.

SAVE

YOU'VE COME A LONG
WAY AND WE ARE PROUD
OF YOU.

Burpeei
Seeds
Grow

FULTON HATCHERY
East State Line

We're doing business
at the same old place.

•••

LATHAIVI
AND BIBLE UNION
Mrs. Mignone Morrison
Up To Twenty Months To Repay
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Byars of St.
Louis, Mo., spen tthe week end
Nn, ith their parents, Mrs. Byars and
Mr. and Mrs. Sanc Maxey.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Wheeler
moved nito rooms at the home of
OVER WARREN JEWELKY CO.
his
grandmother, Mrs. Mintie
222 LAKE ST., FULTON
Wheeler in Latham last week.
R. A. ARMSTRONG, Mgr.
Phone 1253
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wray of
Chicago returned to Latham Saturday to make their home. He will
be emplpyed by Red Stafford.
Basil Hawks bought Bert Walk- 1H1444.11•••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
er's store last -Saturday. Eulane
Walker is working for hirn at present.
Miss Naom iDawson has been in
St. Louis, Mo., for several days attending the bedside of her sister,
Mrs. Lamb. ,
$18.95 to $24.95
Mr. and
Mrs. Chess Morrison,
Mrs. Belle Blackard, Mrs. Em Griffin, Cleave Pettiet and RObert Ftedd
attended the funeral of Miss Sybil
Williams of Fulton last Sunday at
$24.95
Oak Grove. Miss Williams was a
former pupil of Mrs. Morrison.
I
Mrs. Viola Brundige left Tuesday I
morning to enter a Memphis hos-1
coveft clopi:
spring
pital for a goiter operation.
Alebtr Maxey lost a fine COW last I
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Parker and I
Mr. and Mrs. Boots Garner left for I
Lansing, Mich., last Monday on a I
business trip.
The Pet Milk Co., will sponsor a

Jrtteroic4e..1.0A.N CORPORATION

e$s

Do you now the ,four routes to an
Army career? See your local Re
cruiting Sergeant.

is/

A

483
_ Phone
_

Mayor McDade delivered a stirring message and Slayden Douthitt, principal, made a short talk.
Mrs. Harris thanked the people
for their cooperation and attepdance of Dads present. She also
thanked the cafeteria management
for furniching the dishes and tableware.
A committee wag appointed to
elect new officers for the coming
year.

Welcome Home
Joseph!

one place
Instead of many
And you will save
A pretty penny
Ei CC'MaI

,DOW DE Y
I

Friday, March 5, 1948

the Founder's Day history,
discussed the high points from the
president's message,
gave
the
treasurer's report, discussed the
piano fund and announced South
Fulton would have public
school
music next year.
Plans were made for the resolutions committee to attend the
meetings in Union City to
discuss advancement of new buildings for the
South Fultoneebool.
Mrs. Harri
recognized Tennessee's founders and local and
state
presidents from 1911-1947.

Meachams Market
JIMMY MEACHAM and the gang

TOPPERS in plaids and solid
colors.

FULL LENGTH COATS in new
shades.
SUITS in 'gabardine, fleece or
- soft
pastels.
$24.95
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FULTON
is
Proud of You

JOSEPH WIWAMS
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Smith's Cafe has watched
your career with interest
and we are happy to welcome
you home.

Hearlir. Williams at the Woman's Club
249}XDALY,IWO 8 4AX P. M.

SMITH'S CAFE

KASNOW
448 Lake SL. Fulton

1948

•
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vered a stiryden DouthMort talk.
I the people
and atttpdShe also
management
es and table.

In Our Record Department

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE

ippointed to
the coming

routes to an
local Re

As Surveyed by Billboard Magazine

Complete Dining Room:

90

1. I'm looking over a
four-leaf clover.
2. lisnv is the hour.
3. Ballerina
4. Beg your pardon
5. Manana
6. Golden Earrings

7. Serenade of the Bells
8. I'll dance at your
wedding
9. The best things in life
are free
10. I'm my own grandpa

ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER
Record Racks
Extra Albums
Needles
Metal Storage Cabinets
Hassock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records)

PIECES
SPECIAL.
17995 \

OUTSTANDING VALUE!
Five-shelf,.gleaming white-enamel-on-steel

UTILITY CABINET
This sturdy, roomy cabinet is
built for years of smart serv-2
195
ice ... steel shelves enamelled
white; chrome t trimmings.
Size 2R inches witle, 12 inches
deep and 66 inches high.

VALUE OF THE WEEK!
8 PIECE DINING ROOM SUITE INCLUDING
walnut veneer table with extension leaf, master
chair and five matching chairs; upholstered seats,
matching buffet (regular price: $169.50)
56-PIECE SET DINNERWARE (reg. price 22.50)
26 PIECE SET STAINLESS STEEL TABLEWARE ( Regular price $7.95).
All 90 pieces are grouped at this special price!

OF STEEL KITCHEN
EQUIPMENT, INCLUDING
"American Sinks"
"American" Sink BasPs
Utility Cabinets, various sizes
Base Cabinets, various sizes.
For a long time good steel cabinets and
bases have been hatd to get. Come in
now and select what you need.

We have some of the

PAY LESS FOR THE BEST:
Have Everything:

most

popular

bed-

room suites en the
market. Drop around
and let us show them

MORE FOR YOUR MOIllEY

to you.

FINISH

BEDROOM
1295o

Sa. $50 to $75 ON THIS
FM-AM AUTOMATIC RADIO-PHONOGRAPH
thrilling new
Name your livening wish! Name your price! Here's
Here's
FM, magically free from static and station interfeience.
All this and
tone.
Bell"
a
as
powerful AM, with famous "Clear
renowned
the
in
reproduced
gloriously
playing
Record
Automatic
•utoSonora phonograph tradition! Plays up to 12 records
FM
matically. Powerful, sensitive Superhet radio for fiawless
reception •nd full AM broadcast coverage. Heavy-duty dynamic
aaAM
"Sonorascope"
speaker; variable tone control; built-in
automatic volume control; giant
Celina and FM di-pole antenna;
of
furninve,
edge-lighted dial. The console is genuinely fine Generously.
finished.
clboice mahogany veneers, quality-built •nd
proportioned vrith roomy record storage compartment. Come ia
—see it, hear itl Compere—and you'll see why you save 150 to
-SYS. Model No. WKRU-254 unbelievably priced at
only.
••

$279.95

SliffiLlY FM-AM PLASTIC TABLE MODEL
It's Sonora's table model masterpiece—modern radio at its finest!
Here's everything you can ask for—glorious FM reception with
all the glowine natural tone of the actual studio performance—
free from static and station interference . powerful AM broadcast reception with all the beauty of "Clear •s a Bell" tone. Latest
Superbet circuit; hitavy-duty dynamic speaker; variable tone control; built-in AM antenna and FM antenna provision; automatic
volume control; giant fall-vision dial If there were Academy
Awards for cabinet beauty,this plastic masterpiece would get the
"Oscar!" Here's the unchallenged velue for dependable qualfry,
for genuine FM reception sad complete radio enjoyment. ln
beautiful Mahogany plastic cabinet. Model No WEU262 Priced at cal
FIA.AM TAM MOM VORM14111 IN IVORY MAIM Oohs

$69.95

.This pretty 4ittle three piece
suite includes:
6-drawer dresser
4-drawer chest
Low-poster double bed
A good value in durable, pleasing color. Roomy drawers,
good construction throughout.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••J
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eeteWS***••••••••••••••••••4 go to college too and work your
daughter, Donna Marie born
Christian Church Guild
Mis Martha Bell Wiggins pound
HEARTS' and FLOWERS
way through as others do. There
Feb 27 at the Haws Hospital.
By
, are a lot of young people doing just Meets With Mrs. Beadles Neds Neil Gibson Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Scott DeMyer of
htat and it's nothing to be ashamed
Mrs. Frank Beadles Was hostess, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wiggins an- Benton,
are the
I of. There are many of our famous to the Guild of the First
Christian nounce -the marriage of their daugh- James Scott. bornparents of a son,
Feb. 2 in a Mtn
I men and women who have worked
444.
•:•••:,44
4* 11.++++
+A* their way thru school. So I advise church at her home on Third street ter, Martha Bell. to Neil Gibson, ray hospital. Mr. DeMyer formerly
Monday. night.
son oi Mrs. Bertha Gibson of Duke- lived in Fulton.
Write your problems to :Miss
you to go to school along with hua
dom, Tenn.
Latane. care of the Fulton
or else take a chance and put your byThe meeting was called to order
The impressive ceremony was
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Browder of
County N vs and she will anlove to a test by staying home and in the vice-president who presided solerrtnized by the Rev. James G.
the absence of the president, Mrs.
Detroit, Mich. are the proud parswer them through her column.
getting your hope chest ready. Then Norris
Heisner pastor of the First 13aptist ents of an eight
Dame.
During
the
business
and one half pound
if your plans work out in the end session
plans were made for a ppt church, Friday evening at 6 o'clock daughter born to them on
you will know it's, the real kind of luck
Dear Mi.ss Latane:
supper to be held at the at the home of the bride's parents 28. The grandparents of February
love.
the wet'
on Third street.
I am a girl 17 yeats old and am
.church at the next meeting.
come newcomer are Mr. and Mrs.
ArrangementOof
baskets
gladof
a senior in high school. I am in
Following
the business session,
Lucian Browder of 306 Taylor at.
love with a boy who will be able Dear Miss Latane:
Mrs. Ray Hunter gave the Bible iolus and pot plants added beauty
to attencl college when he graduates
I am a boy 15 years old and at- study of famous women of the Bib- to the home.
frcan ,ligh school. I won't be able , tend South Fulton high school. I le. She gave an intergsting review
The bride wore an attractive
COLORED NEWS
to go because my parents can't af- would like to go out with the girls. of the story of "Rufh.'
white suit with red- accessories and
Mrsr
LeThe_funeral of Noah Fields,
ford to send me. He -has •asked me There ia-one el in school named roy Latta conducted a Bible
of red roses,
corsage
a
Immediately following the cere- retired railroader, will be held at
to wait for him and to wear his Vivian that I like specially but her which was enjoyed by all. quiz
The
class ring while he is away at school. ; father is wealthy and has a big meeting was closed with the
mony a wedding supper was served the Antioch Baptist church, Thursgroup
What do you advise me to do?
car. I don't have a car and only get repeating the benediction in
The couple will make their home day 'afternoon (March 4th) at 3:15
unison
a small allowance each week. Would
at 2620 Fairview avenue, Apt D-12, p. m. Rev. Gaines officiating. Noah
K. M. J.
The
hostess
assisted
by
Mrs.
Har• ••
were
you
Mich., wheie the bride- Fields was with the company 40
you ask her for a date if
ry Bushart served delicious cake Detroit, 14,
years. He leaves a wife, two sons
groom is employed.
me?
Dear K. M. J.
agcl
coca-colas.
and two daughters of 'Chicago.
Jay
* * •
I advise, if you are really in love
Bell's Chapel services was well
with this boy, to wear his class ,
attended last Sunday. Why not give
HELLO WORLD
Sarah Asbell-James Byrd
ring or else make an agreement be- Dear Jay:
God
the praise and glory for His
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Evans
tween yourselves and put your love I I certainly would ask her. If you
are the parents of a six pound 3011, merciful kindness toward the sons
to a test for four years. That would I feel you don't have enough money Wed Friday Afternoon
of men?
In an impressive double ring Richard Davis, born Feb. 25 at
be one sure way to find out if you to take her to the show or buy her
Mrs. Jennie Lee Lester was called
both love each other, or you could a soda see if you can get a job in ceremony Miss Sarah Frances As- the Fulton Hospital.
out
of the city on account - of the
the afternoon after school at a drug hell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs
illness
of her aunt.
John
-'
Mr.-and Mrs William Harold
store. That would give you extra Asbell of Route 1 and
James
Thursday
night there will be a
Byrd,
Smith, Dresden, announce the birth
spending money. You could ask her son of Mrs. Vera Byrd
and
the
pot
luck
dinner
at
late
the
home of Mr.
soa
pound
ounce
eight
15
of
an
aslc
or
you
to go to church with
Mi. Byrd, were quietly married
born Niarch 2 at the Fulton Hospi- and Mrs. George Vinrow of Holdyour mother if you may invite her FriZay February 27 at
er
street sponsored by the Stewardin tal.
to your home for dinner some Sun- the parsonage of Rev.Vo',clock
-A. Smith,
ess Board of Bell's Chapel, Public
day. I am, gure she would except pastor of the Union
invited.
is
Cumberland
Roach,
and
Paul
anMrs.
Mr.
and her father's money wouldn t Presbyterian church.
Bell's Chapel usher board is givnounce the birth of a nine pound
stand in the way. Why don't you
FULTON, KY.
The
bride
see if she will let you carry her spring suit of was attractive in a four ounce son born Feb. 26 at the ing a banquet at 114 Roach street
blue w6o1 crepe with Fulton Hospital.
Friday night (Maren 5th) Everybooks home, that would be a good pink and
blue accessories and a
body is invited.
3'0DAY and TOMORROW
time to ask her Dal' a date.
corsage of pink roses.
Rev. Teal of Clinton was guest at
Mr. and Mrs. R. Q. Moss anMiss Norma
nounce the birth of a six pound the C.M.E. parsonage last hlonday
Double Feature
r Seek not to be rich, but happy. honor. She worePhillips was maid of eight ounce son, Robert Glenn, born afternoon.
an attractive spring
JACKIE COOPER
The one lies in bagS, the other in
GENE ROBERTS content: which wealth can never model of pink gabardine with Feb. 27 at the Fulton Hospital.
brown and white accessories
and
in
give.—William Penn.
a col-sage of white
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Gossum, Water
carnations.
Happiness can be built only on
Richard Byrd, brother of
Valley, are the parents of a six
the
virtue, and must of necessity have groom, attended his brother as. best
truth for its foundation.—Coleridge man.
plus
The bride at the present time
is
JOA.IV LESLIE
employed with Southern Bell
LOUIS HAYWARD
phone ,company in Fulton. Mr. Teleserved four years in the U. S. Byrd
Army
Signal Corp and is now
engaged
in fat-ming.
Creomulslon relleves promptly beAfter an unannounced
cause
right to the seat of the
trip the couple will be wedding troubleIttogoes
FULTON, KY.
help loosen and eicpel germ
at
home
with the bridegroom's
laden
phlegm,
and aid nature to soothe
mother.
Also Cartoon
and heal raw,tender inflamed bronchial
I2NIGHT and TOMORROW
mucous membranes. Tell your druggist
CARD OF THANKS
to sell you a bottle of CreomuLsion vrith
SUN. - MON. - TUE.
TIM HOLT-RICHARD MARTIN
the understanding you must llke the
I wish to thank all of those
way it quickly allays the cough or You
in
so kindly remembered me who are
to have your money back.
with
.ards, visits and flowers during my
DARING!
stay at Fulton Hospital.
. —J. J. CRUSE, Cayce, K \• For Coughs, Chest Colds, Bronchitis
George
SOn of Zero No. 7 and Cartoon

PATRICIA LATANE

'FULTON

STORK BITES MAN
REPEAT
PERFORMANCE

1 *lured
SANDERS
Lucille BALL

ORPHEUM
THUNDER MT.

Happiness is not a reward—it is
consequence.—Ingersoll.

Vs

for mixing...
and you ma beat
Speed Queen's
bowl-shaped tub
for fast washing

Wit
Badly soiled garments can
be lcrundered in a Speed
Queen cleaner cmd faster
than in any other washer.
No pre-soaking—no hand
rubbing. ONE supply of
hot water for the average
wash is enough. Stop in
cmd see the new models.
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DON CASTLE
VIRGINIA CHRISTLNE
In

Plus
WALTER PIDGEON
MAUREEN O'HARE

HOW GREEN WAS
MY VALLEY

--- FEED PRICES HAVE PROPPED
--- THERE ARE FEW EGGS IN COLD
STORAGE
(According to available figures)

--- EGG PRICES SHOULD BE HIGH THIS
FALL, SO

fji

BUY BABY CHICKS NOW
Cull old hens for more profits on less feed!

FOR HOSPITALITY
TAKE HOME A CASE

Fulton Hatchery
STATE LINE ST.

PHONE 483

FULTON, KY.

I

WANTED
Contract for Tomatoes
We are now signing up acreage with growers

case
slim)
(plus deposit)
DOMED UNDEICAUTHOIPTY OF TR COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

FULT04 COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
0 1944, The Cece•Cola

Company

Universal Electric Ranges

Immediate Delivery!
Young Washers
Round tub
Square

$170.95
....

tub
175.00
Immediate Delivery At
WILLIAMS HDWE. co. WILLIAMS HDWE. CO.
4th Street
Fulton
4th Street
l
it

MULE DAFIulf
TENN.-KY. ATUCTION Co.
One Mile South of Fulton on Highway 45

MONDAY, March 8
AUCTION SALE OF MULES AND HORSES

and urge all fanners interested in growing to-

Come early and spend the day. There will be something
going on every Minute.

Phone
16

Water Valley, Ky.
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TRADE,SELL AND SWAP ... ALL DAY LONG

BEGINNING AT 2 P. M

WATER.VALLEY
CANNING COMPANY

24 bottle

$259.95

for the production of ripe tomatoes this season,

matoes to contact us promtly.
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Coollns w;ti,•Godey la so sari afta
fait it's almost automatic! See Ow
asw Croatia Bscfric Ranges today.

$295.00
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Added Cartoon_
TUE. • WED. - THUR.
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ANGEL AND BADMAN
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JOHN -WAYNE—IRENE RICH
in

INVISIBLE WALL

Comedy and News

CREOMULS1ON

SUN. • MON.

Added
ansical, Cartoon and Fox News
WED. • THUR.

Beware Coughs
from common cofds
That Hang On

The Rt. Rev. H. P. Porter, Bishop
of the 3rd Episcopal Diocese, has
called for thepastor of BeTts Chapel
his wife, missionary president and
a laymen to meet in a special meeting at Earlington, Ky., in the near
future.
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BUYING
SWAPPING
AUCTIONEERING
WE HAVE SOME GOOD MULES IN OUR BARN
FOR YOUR SELECTION
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